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Abstract—In this paper, a filter size reduction of 46% is achieved by reducing a substrate
integrated waveguide (SIW) loaded evanescent-mode bandpass filter to a half mode SIW
(HMSIW) structure. SIW and HMSIW filters with 1.7 GHz center frequency and 0.2 GHz
bandwidth were designed and implemented. Simulation and measurements of the proposed
filters utilizing combline resonators have served to prove the underlying principles. SIW and
HMSIW filter cavity area is 11.4 and 6.2 cm2 respectively.
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I. Introduction
Microwave filters are integral components in systems
for wireless communication, audio and video broadcast,
radar, power transmission, imaging, and sensors. Design
and miniaturization of microwave filters is an ongoing
research topic where filters are designed for specified
performance such as bandwidth, insertion loss, and
spurious-free range, while minimizing size, weight, and
fabrication cost. High-performance narrow-band
microwave filters have traditionally been implemented
in air-filled waveguide form with attendant large size,
high weight, and costly fabrication [1]. Waveguide
structures have been fabricated in planar form using
printed circuit board (PCB) manufacturing processes to
form dielectric-loaded substrate integrated waveguides
(SIW) that reduce size, maintain waveguide
performance, and are as easily fabricated as planar
microwave filters [2].
Conventional SIW filters can further reduce size up
to 50% by cutting the structure in half along the E-plane
to form the half mode SIW (HMSIW) structure [3][5].
Conventional HMSIW structures have low radiation
loss provided they are operated above cutoff, limiting
usefulness in compact low frequency microwave filters
[6]. Waveguide components such as directional filters
and couplers can be readily implemented with this
transmission line structure [7], [8].
Loading the SIW cavity with capacitive posts allows
operation below cutoff, reducing filter size and offering
excellent spurious-free range characteristic of
evanescent-mode filters [9]. Ridge SIW and folded SIW
filters offer size reduction beyond SIW and HMSIW
filters when capacitively loaded to operate in evanescent
mode [10]. Evanescent-mode resonators may be
fabricated in substrates using many configurations of
cavities and capacitive loading to allow considerable
design flexibility [11]. Substrate-integrated filters
including bandpass and bandpass-bandstop have been

constructed by coupling a series of cavities, each with a
single evanescent-mode resonator per cavity [12], [13].
Reconfigurable filters and di-, tri-, and multiplexers
have been made in this form [14], [15].
This paper presents an evanescent-mode SIW
combline bandpass filter where a cavity is loaded with
capacitive posts, and then further size reduction is
demonstrated by cutting the structure in half to form an
HMSIW filter. This structure is a novel combination of
both half mode and evanescent-mode operation that
reduces size while preserving filter performance.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the design of third-order filters in evanescentmode SIW and HMSIW form. Section III presents
simulation model and measured filter S-parameter
results, and compares filter size with conventional SIW
resonators. Section IV summarizes the work and
conclusions.

II. Filter Design
A. Filter Prototype
The third-order bandpass filter prototype shown in
Fig. 1 is a symmetric structure where component values
and mechanical dimensions are mirrored about the
center resonator, which reduces modeling and
optimization effort. The topology is easily implemented
in evanescent-mode SIW and HMSIW form.
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Fig. 1. Symmetrical filter prototype with three coupled resonators and
inductively coupled ports.

The resonators have identical capacitance and
resonant frequency. Inter-resonator elements L2 control
bandwidth, and L1 sets port coupling.
The filter specification used in this paper is center
frequency and bandwidth of 1.7 and 0.2 GHz
respectively, and return loss less than 15 dB. The ideal
filter model with lumped element values in Table I
achieves this specification.
TABLE I
IDEAL MODEL VALUES FOR PROPOSED SIW AND HMSIW FILTERS
Lumped
Element
C1

SIW
Value
16.93 pF

Description
Resonator capacitance

HMSIW
Value
8.47 pF

L1

Port coupling

3 nH

6.2 nH

L2

Inter-resonator coupling

6.8 nH

13.5 nH

L3

Outer resonator inductance

0.591 nH

1.261 nH

L4

Inner resonator inductance

0.608 nH

1.217 nH

B. Physical Structure
The prototype filter is implemented in SIW and
HMSIW form as rectangular cavities loaded with inline
posts. Ports 1 and 2 are driven with 50 Ω microstrip
transmission lines. High impedance port matching lines
direct couple outer resonators with L1. Inter-resonator
magnetic coupling is realized with L2. Resonator posts
are heavily loaded with C1 to decrease operating
frequency. SIW posts are approximated with ten-via
circular arrays, and HMSIW posts are five-via
semicircles. The SIW cavity in Fig. 2(a) consists of a
ground plane defining the bottom, regularly spaced vias
for sides, and a thin lid layer on top bonded to the
substrate. Each post and surrounding cavity defines
resonator inductors L3 and L4.
The HMSIW filter in Fig. 2(b) consists of the SIW
50 Ω

Port 1

cavity cut in half along the E-plane (feed line) axis,
exposing the centerline of the cavity and posts. Edges of
the feed and matching lines are aligned with the
centerline. In this way filter area is reduced by half.
Parameters of the HMSIW filter are adjusted to achieve
identical filter performance.
E-field at capacitive hats is shown by vertical vectors
in Fig. 2 sections. H-field around resonator posts is
shown with horizontal circular vectors. Current flows at
the surface of the conductors inside the cavity along the
path defined by the dashed lines.

III. Filter Implementation
The filters are designed for readily available Rogers
4003C materials of base substrate layer thickness, tsub,
of 1.524 mm and lid layer thickness, tlid, of 0.203 mm.
The selected lid layer material is the thinnest laminate
that may be bonded to the outer layer of a PCB stackup.
Relative dielectric constant, εr, used for simulations is
3.55. Dielectric loss tangent, δf, is 0.0021, which sets an
upper limit for resonator quality factor. Copper
thickness, tcu, is 35 μm (1 oz weight). Microstrip width
is 3.35 mm to achieve 50 Ω impedance. Filter models
were optimized and simulated in Ansys HFSS.
A. Filter Optimization
Filter geometry was optimized to achieve specified
performance with as many similar measurements as
possible to facilitate area comparison. Cavity width is
set to 20 and 10 mm for SIW and HMSIW filters
respectively. Dimensions shown in Fig. 3 and Table II
achieve identical filter response and similar cavity
length, L.
The HMSIW filter requires smaller post radii R1 and
R2 to maintain equal center frequency. Weaker port and
inter-resonator coupling are realized with higher
impedance matching lines (reduced Mw) and longer
inter-resonator spacing, S.
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Fig. 2. (a) SIW and (b) HMSIW filter implementations showing cavity
structure, port matching lines, and resonators integrated into substrate.
Sections A and B show resonator post E-field and H-field lines.

Fig. 3. Physical dimensions of (a) SIW; and (b) HMSIW filters.
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Capacitive hats are fixed diameter, D, with C1
calculated from

ε0 ε r π
C1

D
2

2

(1)

tlid
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to be 16.93 pF for SIW and 8.47 pF for HMSIW posts
neglecting fringing capacitance. Resonator inductance is
the equivalent inductance of a shorted coaxial
transmission line with the center profile of the circular
via array and outer profile of the cavity [13].
Characteristic impedance of the irregular shape need not
be directly computed; the post via array radius is simply
adjusted to tune each resonator. Passband center
frequency is determined by hat capacitance in
conjunction with resonator inductance, and is set to
1.7 GHz by selecting appropriate values for D and tsub
respectively.
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TABLE II
DIMENSIONS OF PROPOSED SIW AND HMSIW FILTERS
Description

SIW
Value (mm)

HMSIW
Value (mm)

L
W
S

Cavity length
Cavity width
Resonator spacing

57.20
20.00
18.60

62.20
10.00
21.10

R1

Outer post radius

2.82

1.98

R2

Inner post radius

2.90

2.50

Mw

Matching line width

2.50

Ml

Matching line length

8.00

D

Post hat diameter

11.80

0.50

tlid

Lid layer thickness

0.203

tsub

Substrate thickness

1.524

tcu

Copper thickness

0.035

Fig. 4. Photographs of the evanescent-mode SIW and HMSIW filters:
(a) SIW lid and substrate layers before assembly; (b) assembled SIW
filter; (c) HMSIW lid and substrate layers before assembly; (d)
assembled HMSIW filter.
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Filter substrates in Fig. 4 were fabricated using
standard two-layer PCB processing and impedance
control for ±10% transmission line tolerance. Lid layers
were fabricated from single-sided laminate and attached
to substrates with short wires soldered through each via
barrel connecting top and bottom. Filters use SMA edge
connectors.
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B. Results and Discussion
The proposed filters were measured with a Rohde &
Schwarz ZVB20 VNA with TRL calibration. The air
gap between lid and substrate layer is minimized with
pressure at each resonator post. Measured results show
excellent agreement with simulations. The inconsistent
air gap resulted in a slightly higher passband center
frequency as expected.
Filter passband responses are shown in Fig. 5. Both
filters demonstrate nearly identical bandwidth, center
frequency, and insertion loss. Typical insertion loss is
0.9 and 1.1 dB for the SIW and HMSIW filters
respectively, which implies similar resonator unloaded
quality factor, Qu, between the two designs.
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Fig. 5. Measured, simulated, and theory results of passband Sparameters for (a) proposed SIW; and (b) HMSIW filters.
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Surface current density is shown in Fig. 6 for both
filters. Current on the cavity top is not shown and the lid
and substrate are transparent to see within the cavity
structure. The SIW filter in Fig. 6(a) is sectioned along
the center of the feed line to show current crowding at
the base of the posts, which is also evident in the
HMSIW filter in Fig. 6(b). Current is effectively
contained within the cavity walls, although the HMSIW
cavity opening allows some current outside the cavity.
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Fig. 6. Surface current density at 1.7 GHz for proposed (a) sectioned
SIW; and (b) full HMSIW filters shows current confinement within
cavities and current crowding at resonator posts.

The wide-band responses in Fig. 7 show spurious-free
performance to at least 6.5 GHz for SIW filters and
beyond 8 GHz for HMSIW. Spurious response
frequency can be increased further by reducing the
substrate dielectric constant or reducing capacitive hat
diameter, both of which increase the filter resonant
frequency and must be compensated by increasing
cavity size or decreasing post radius.
A concern of cutting the cavity in half is radiating
energy from the open structure. The broadband filter
response shows similar evanescent-mode SIW and
HMSIW performance, particularly with similar S21
traces up to the spurious response frequency range;
meaning that significant energy is not radiated from the
cavity relative to the SIW structure. Unlike a
conventional HMSIW filter, energy is well contained by
the evanescent-mode cavity structure where the
passband center frequency is half the cavity cutoff
frequency.
C. Comparison to Conventional SIW Filter
Conventional waveguide filters, whether using airfilled metallic waveguide or dielectric-filled SIW, have
resonator area bounded by equations from [18].
Resonator width, W, is calculated from (2) where cutoff
frequency, fc10, is set below the filter passband for the
dominant TE10 mode of a waveguide filled with material
of relative dielectric constant εr.
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Fig. 7. Broadband filter response for proposed (a) SIW; and (b)
HMSIW filters showing spurious-free response to at least 6.5 GHz.

f c10

c

(2)

2W εr

Resonator length, L, is solved from (3) where the
resonator resonant frequency, fr101, is equal to the filter
center frequency.

f r101

c
2 εr

1
W

2

1
L

2

(3)

For a filter with center frequency of 1.7 GHz
fabricated from a substrate with εr=3.55, similar to the
proposed filters, each resonator can be 66 mm × 66 mm
for minimum possible third-order filter area of 131 cm2.
The first spurious passband, fr102, is calculated from (4)
to be 2.7 GHz, which is much closer to the passband
than with evanescent-mode SIW and HMSIW filters.

f r102

c
2 εr

1
W

2

2
L

2

(4)

Air-filled waveguide is much larger with resonators
of 125 mm × 125 mm for minimum possible filter area
of 467 cm2, and the first spurious passband is the same
as before.
Size reduction of evanescent-mode filters is
significant versus waveguide filter implementation. The
SIW evanescent-mode filter area is 11.4 cm2 versus the
conventional SIW filter area of 131 cm2. The HMSIW
filter area is 6.2 cm2 for a size reduction of 46% with
similar S-parameters.

IV. Conclusions
A novel evanescent-mode HMSIW bandpass filter is
introduced. For comparison purposes, two filters (SIW
and HMSIW) were designed exhibiting a center
frequency of 1.7 GHz and a 3 dB bandwidth of
0.2 GHz. The proposed HMSIW filter demonstrates a
size reduction of 46% versus a similar SIW filter, with
equivalent performance in terms of insertion loss and
first spurious response frequency. Filter size reduction is
dramatic when compared to the minimum possible size
for a conventional SIW filter; area is reduced from
131 cm2 to 11.4 cm2 by loading an SIW cavity with
capacitive posts and operating in the evanescent-mode,
and filter area is further reduced to 6.2 cm2 by cutting
the cavity and posts in half for the HMSIW filter. Qu is
equivalent in SIW and HMSIW filters because of the
similar insertion loss. Spurious responses are widely
separated from the center frequency, at 6.5 GHz for
SIW and beyond 8 GHz for HMSIW filters. The filters
have been illustrated experimentally by the
implementation of practical filters. It is believed that
this type of filter will find wide usage in advanced
RF/microwave front-end transceivers.
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